From the Dean - Student Affairs

The advent of the new semester brought along with it new enthusiasm and new hopes. This semester also we saw a consistent growth be it in academics, intercollegiate technical event-Praxis, non-technical events like innovations. The tremendous amount of dedication, teamwork and a zeal to excel in any field of engineering brought the faculty and the students on a common platform.

I strongly, appreciate the efforts put by the entire department in this direction towards achieving excellence.

Regards,
Manoj Sabnis
Dean of Student Affairs

From the Editors’ Desk

We are pleased to present you the fourth issue of our Departmental Newsletter. This was another splendid semester, with our students and teachers bringing laurels to the Department in all possible spheres.

This Newsletter is not the outcome of the effort put in by an individual but is the immense effort put forward by all our teachers and dear students. Isn’t it rightly said, ‘A flower makes no garland’.

We apologize for shortcomings and hope you will appreciate our efforts.

“Happy Ityukta”, VESITIANS!!!

Highlights of the Department

The National Board Accrediation(NBA) team comprising of experts from various NIT’s and central universities visited the college on March 18th, 19th, and 20th 2016 to evaluate the department.

We are proud to announce that the Information Technology Department received Accrediation for 3 years with affect from July 2016.
STUDENTS’ CORNER

SUMMER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

• Four days workshop was conducted on “Data Analytics Using R Programming” from 11th to 14th July 2016 by “Mr. Manish Jain” from “Delflip Edusense Pvt Ltd”. Department’s Final Year and passed out students had attended the Workshop.

• Two days workshop was conducted on “FOSS Technologies with Python Programing” on 11th and 12th July 2016, by “Ms.Sayali” the founder and CEO of Foslipy. Second Year and Third Year students of the department attended the workshop.

RESULTS

• Aniket Nighot, Pooja Singh, Anjali Wani, Rajeevkumar Yadav, Ravi Yadav, Sonia Chhabria of Second Year secured CGPA of 10 pointer.

Achievements

INTERNSHIPS

• Shubham Ghosalkar is working with StudyLeague Education Services as Content Developer & Software Developer since 1 year and 2 months as an intern.
• Rahul Shetty and Rajeevkumar Yadav worked with StudyLeague Education Services as Web Developer for 4 months as an intern.
• Mahesh Parwani worked with Prodigenius Edtech Pvt. Ltd. as Content Developer for 3 months as an intern.
• Raghav Jhawar worked with Kanjoos Club Pvt. Ltd. as Publicity & Sales intern for 2 months as an intern.

STUDENT COUNCIL AND SPORTS

• Ravjot Tuteja(D20) is General Secreatory (GS) of the college.
• Laukik Gaikwad (D15) is Senior Deputy SORT Secretary.
• Shreya Jangale(D10) is Junior Deputy SORT Secretary.
• Nihar Karle(D15) is the part of VESIT Cricket Team.
• Sooraj Holla(D15) is the part of VESIT Football Team.

WORKSHOPS

• Rashmi Chhabria, Sonia Chhabria, Radhika Raghuwanshi and Vaibhav Goyal attended a 2 day Website Development workshop “Web-a-thon” organised by Techzilla and won 1st Prize for developing a website using WordPress software.
• Sonia Chhabria and Pooja Singh completed the professional course of “Oracle Certified JAVA Programming(OCJP)”.
• Amit Fatnani, Karan Murpana, Aniket Jetwani, Rohit Lalwani, Rohit Wadhwa, Aditya Gavane and Bhavna Khatwani attended Web Designing course offered by NIIT.

COMPETITIONS

• Rajat Maurya won 1st prize in L&T technical lecture series and Competition.
• Tejas Dond and Vidya Deshmukh were titled as winners of JPMC’s “Code for Good”.

SCHOLARSHIPS

• Suraj Pawar and Mayur Lund from Second Year have been selected for Geeta Israni Foundation Scholarship (2016 - 17).
• 11 Students from IT Departemnt were selected for Suman Tulsiani Scholarship (2016 - 17).
ACHIEVEMENTS

- Mrs. Vinita Mishra completed Masters in Engineering in Information Technology from V.E.S.I.T, Mumbai University.
- Cloudera Workshop & Virtual Reality Workshop were conducted for Final Year students under the guidance of Mrs. Asha Bharambe.

PUBLICATIONS

Anvay A Agte (2015 pass out)

It was August the 23rd 2011, when I started my journey in IT, VESIT. The support & the guidance I had from the department in my journey right from being the CR to the Placement co-ordinator helped mould me in a self reflecting & a responsible individual. Over those 4 long years, one thing that I learnt was the importance of the starts versus the ends. Well, I certainly could not have asked for a better start to my professional career. Now, I am working in one of world’s best upcoming technologies- Vendavo Pricing in Accenture for a Fortune 500 Client all thanks to the start I had, dedicated to all the teaching & support staff of IT. Cheers to all....!!!!

Saisaketh Ramireddy (2016 pass out)

Coming into VESIT in 2012, I did not know what was in store for me. Come second year and I was introduced to the amazing faculty, facilities and student societies in place for the students. IT department truly helped me grow as a person and I was always encouraged and guided by all the teachers at every turn. With the latest technologies in place, I was confident to move on to the technological endeavours of the professional world. Kudos to the faculty and department for making this happen.

Entrepreneurship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Student/s</th>
<th>Name of the Venture</th>
<th>Services Provided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nihar Karle (D15)</td>
<td>“Kaladnya Arts”</td>
<td>We Capture Moments!! Photography related Orders like Wedding, Pre-Wedding, Engagements, Family functions, Birthday parties, Personal Portfolios, Events, etc. Instagram:- Kaladnya_arts Facebook:- Kaladnya Arts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Editorial Team

Mrs. Vinita Mishra                   
Mrs. Pooja Shetty

Mr. Nihar Karle (D15)               
Ms. Deepa Turshani (D15)

May the New Year bring your way plethora of opportunities that allow you to weave success stories.

Happy New Year 2017!!